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ENERGY STATION

Features
Truelite solar generators comes as a powerful, silent and
environmental friendly source of energy anywhere you are, it
represents the natural replacement of diesel generator in outback






application where the grid is not available. Energy Stations helps
also to have a reliable and always available source of energy in
your home for emergency and outage of the grid. This helps to
have always safely the electricity for your home. Truelite portable






solar power systems that power a variety of USB, AC and DC
devices anywhere and anytime. Ecoboxx portable generators are
enclosed in an ABS durable plastic case and are designed to be
rugged and weather resistant. The solar panels are completely
weather resistant, creating the perfect solution for indoor and
outdoor power on the move.









Highly reliable and safe system.
Long backup.
High Grade solar panel.
ABS Plastic case box for rugged and
weather resistant.
Reduce our electricity bill.
Eco-friendly.
High grade Batteries.
AC and DC output levels for different
applications.
Provide a perfect blend of portability.
Simple to use - simply plug and play.
Long life and less maintenance.
LCD display for system monitoring.
Significantly reduces carbon emissions.
The Solar Panel can be mounted on the
wall, or roof.
The Solar Box can be hung on the wall
or be place on the floor.
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Operation details
Backup time
Solar Panel
Power Storage
Power Storage Protection
Led Light port
USB port
12V C port
AC PORT
AC/DC Charger

Up to 500 Hours
2 x 65Wp
1x Eco tank 100 with100Ah AGM battery built in
Over-charge/discharge Protection
12V DC jack output to connect led light
To charge phone, tablets, smart phones,
For Audio system, Cigarette lighter socket, DC Fans etc.
2x230V AC socket 1500 W AC pure sine wave outlet
1x5Amp

Application Area
Truelite solar power stations are revolutionary micro generation kits containing everything you need to set up a portable
solar panel with ease. It is an ideal for offices, sheds, summer houses, beach huts, caravans, school, college, home and
more. Designed to supplement mains power or offer independence from the grid, they offer an easy way to do it yourself
solar power.
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